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Most clustering objectives are NP-hard

[G 1985] Tight 2-approximation for symmetric k-center
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[V 1996] \( O(\log^* n) \) -approximation for asymmetric k-center

\[
\begin{align*}
n &= 2^{2^{2\cdots}} \\
&= \log^*(n)
\end{align*}
\]

[C et al. 2005] matching lower bound
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Clustering instance \((S, d)\) is \(\alpha\)-perturbation resilient, if for any function \(d'\) such that

\[\forall p, q \in S, d(p, q) \leq d'(p, q) \leq \alpha d(p, q),\]

the optimal clustering stays the same.
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Clustering instance \((S, d)\) is \(\alpha\)-perturbation resilient, if for any function \(d'\) such that

\[ \forall p, q \in S, d(p, q) \leq d'(p, q) \leq \alpha d(p, q), \]

the optimal clustering stays the same.

- Optimal clustering is unique
- It’s ok for centers to change, but not the partition.
- \(d'\) need not satisfy the \(\Delta\)-ineq
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Our results:
- Exact alg for asymmetric k-center under 3-PR
- Exact alg for k-center under 2-PR, tight lower bound
- Robust results
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**Theorem:** Polynomial algorithm for AKC under 3-PR.

- Idea: “bad” points for which \( d(p, c_i) >> d(c_i, p) \) are hard to deal with
- Can we find a subset of points that behave “symmetrically”?
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**Definition of radius**

Points are at distance $\leq r^*$ from their center.
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Contradicts the lemma.
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AKC vs $k$-center

- Polytime algorithm for AKC under 3-PR.
  Also: Polytime algorithm for $k$-center under 2-PR
- Both have a $(2-\varepsilon)$-PR lower bound

In fact, AKC and $k$-center are equivalent in difficulty under 2-approximation stability
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Lower Bounds

Hardness:

No polynomial time algorithm for \textit{symmetric} \(k\)-center under \((2-\varepsilon)\)-perturbation resilience, unless \(\text{NP}=\text{RP}\).

Reduction by unambiguous-perfect dominating set, used to show \((2-\varepsilon)\)-center proximity is \(\text{NP}\)-hard

Perfect: each vertex hit by exactly one dominator
• \(\text{NP-Hard} \ [\text{BR’14}]\)

Unambiguous: at most one solution
• \(\text{U3SAT} \text{ is hard unless } \text{NP}=\text{RP} \ [\text{VV’86}]\)
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Robust Stability Conditions

\( \alpha \)-perturbation resilience:
Optimal clustering does not change under \( \alpha \)-perturbations.

Robust: \((\alpha, \varepsilon)\)-perturbation resilience
Optimal clustering changes by \( \leq \varepsilon \) under \( \alpha \)-perturbations.

Results:
• Single linkage finds exact k-center under \((4, \varepsilon)\)- PR.
• More results for robust approximation stability.
Conclusion

• Polytime alg for AKC under 3-PR
• Polytime alg for $k$-center under 2-PR, tight

Theoretical Significance
• First time a problem with no constant factor approximation has an exact algorithm, when assuming just constant stability
• First tight results in this area
• Symmetric and asymmetric become nearly same difficulty

Practical Significance
• Only a small window of values for which perturbation resilience is interesting
Open Questions

• $\alpha, \varepsilon$-PR for asymmetric k-center
• Gap between $(2-\varepsilon)$-PR hardness and 3-PR for asymmetric k-center
• Can we also get 2-PR for $k$-median and $k$-means??

Questions?